Fable Maker

Directions:

Fable Maker is hilariously fun to finish either alone or with a group of friends. Simply fill in the blanks on this side of the page with words chosen by you or your group at random. Then, use the words to fill in the blank spaces in the story on the reverse side of this page. Finally, read aloud the new fable you have created and let the laughter begin!

PET STORE CHAOS

CELEBRITY ___________________________

VERB (PAST TENSE) ____________________

BODY PART (PLURAL) ___________________

PLURAL NOUN _________________________

ANIMAL (PLURAL) _____________________

TYPE OF SPORT _______________________

ADJECTIVE __________________________

ADJECTIVE __________________________

ADJECTIVE __________________________

NUMBER _____________________________

PLURAL NOUN _________________________

NOUN ______________________________

BODY PART __________________________

EXCLAMATION ________________________

PET STORE CHAOS

CELEBRITY ___________________________

VERB (PAST TENSE) ____________________

BODY PART (PLURAL) ___________________

PLURAL NOUN _________________________

ANIMAL (PLURAL) _____________________

TYPE OF SPORT _______________________

ADJECTIVE __________________________

ADJECTIVE __________________________

ADJECTIVE __________________________

NUMBER _____________________________

PLURAL NOUN _________________________

NOUN ______________________________

BODY PART __________________________

EXCLAMATION ________________________
When _________________ and I __________________ into the pet store, we couldn't believe our _________________. Nearly all of the animals had escaped from their __________________. The ______________ were flying all around and pecking at the ______________ of the customers, a kitten and a monkey. A looking dog was chasing the ______________ pet store and one match, and one looking dog was having quite the ______________. I looked down at the floor to see at least ______________ snakes trying to squeeze the ______________ out of a family of bunnies. It was then that a guinea pig about the size of a ______________ scampered over and bit me in the __________________. I screamed in pain and jumped up. "________________!" I said. "Let's get out of here!"
Overview of FABLE MAKER:

Fable Maker Story Fun is an enjoyable word exercise that students can complete either on their own or in small groups. During the fun, students will randomly select words to complete sentences in a larger story. Hilarity ensues as students then read the passage aloud with their selected words included. During the fun, your students also gain reinforcement as to the different parts of speech and how to recognize them when reading. Fable Maker can be a highly-enjoyable, creative addition to your classroom’s study of grammar or reading comprehension.

Readability Level:

This free sample of Fable Maker has a 3rd grade level of readability.

Access Our Entire Collection of FABLE MAKER:

After you use our free sample with your students, please consider returning to our website to subscribe and access our entire library, including our full collection of Fable Maker documents.